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Abstract

Induction of labour (IOL) in maternity care is often not an area of priority in maternity services, which often results in protracted delays, a poor patient experience, and patient complaints. Caesarean section (CS) rates among women undergoing IOL at this inner city district general hospital were noted to be higher than other units nationwide.

We collected pre and post-intervention data of the following outcome measures: time taken to administer prostaglandin after arrival, time taken to achieve established labour, mode of delivery, and user satisfaction scores. Our introduction of a dedicated IOL Suite, promotion of out-patient IOL, use of a single administration prostaglandin (as opposed to traditional six hourly prostaglandin), widespread staff engagement and rolling audit has resulted in positive change in the maternity unit. CS rates for women undergoing IOL have been reduced from 29% to 22% (p=0.05), time taken to administer the induction medication has decreased from 6.3h to 2.7h (p=0.0001), and out-patient induction rates have increased from 3% to 33% (p=0.001).

We have achieved a reduction in the overall length of in-patient stay. We have also received positive feedback from both staff and patients. We used a bottom-up approach, engaging frontline staff in problem identification and pathway design. Our staff engagement questionnaire showed other benefits such as increased staff morale as a result.

Collection of simple performance data and sharing of this in real time with staff acts as a valuable tool for acceptance of change and continuous improvement. Communicating plans to a large body of people is important in ensuring the success of an intervention. Staff showing disengagement may require specific detailed information to allay their concerns. Following initial successes, ongoing vigilance, and collection of audit data is key to sustaining any improvement.

Problem

Our maternity unit is set in an inner city UK district general hospital with mixed socio-economic demographic and complex patient needs due to a multi-ethnic population with a high proportion of women born outside the UK. The annual delivery rate is about 5000 deliveries per year.

We identified IOL as a potential area for improvement work in the maternity unit. Patient complaints frequently described a poor experience during IOL. There was a need to measure baseline performance and to formally assess potential for improvement.

There had already been some attempts in the year prior to commencement of this project, to introduce outpatient IOL for low-risk women being induced for post-maturity. However, this was not successful and uptake was low. There had also been some attempts to introduce slow release dinoprostone pessaries as an induction agent, but these had been abandoned in favour of prostaglandin gel. Reasons for the initial unsuccessful introduction of slow release dinoprostone were not formally investigated or documented, but anecdotally were concerned with staff’s lack of familiarity with the drug, incorrect administration, and unwillingness to adopt the change.

Criticisms of previous improvement efforts included the use of a top-down approach to implementation, without involvement of frontline staff in pathway design. The recent merger of maternity units to form a larger trust had also caused friction between management and frontline staff.

Background

With a rise in incidence of obesity and advanced maternal age, as well as increasingly complex medical needs of pregnant women in the UK, induction of labour (IOL) rates have shown a gradual increase of about 1% each year. Latest figures from 2013 put induction rates at 23.3%.[1]

IOL represents a significant workload on maternity units and there is wide variation in practice. A report published by the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists on patterns of maternity care in English units in 2011 to 2012 showed that emergency Caesarean section (CS) rates following IOL ranged from 15.6%-45.6% among primiparous women.[2] This variation can be explained at least in part by inconsistencies in clinical
management of IOL that exists from unit to unit.

Randomised controlled trial data has shown that out-patient IOL results in higher patient satisfaction scores,[3,4] and theoretical benefits include a shorter inpatient stay, decreased staff workload, and resulting economic savings.[5,6]

With regards to the type of Prostaglandin medication used in IOL, two commonly used medications include a gel that is administered six-hourly into the vagina, and a 24-hourly slow release pessary, also administered via the vaginal route. The slow release dinoprostone vaginal pessary releases 0.3 mg of Prostaglandin per hour after a single administration, up to a maximum dose of 10 mg per pessary. A single pessary is meant to be left in situ for 24 hours. There are no differences in efficacy of pessary versus gel in terms of induction-to-delivery times, CS rates, and neonatal outcomes.[7]

Benefits of the pessary include fewer vaginal examinations and relatively less midwifery workload as it eradicates the need for multiple episodes of electronic fetal monitoring and repeated vaginal examinations.

Baseline measurement

As a first step we gathered information, both qualitative and quantitative about the current state of the service. Quantitative measurements were done with retrospective and prospectively collected audit data. 60 IOLs were studied:

1. Time taken between admission and administration of the first prostaglandin gel (mean=6.3h)
2. Time taken to achieve established labour (mean=31.3h)
3. Type of IOL (3% out-patient, 97% in-patient)
4. Place of labour (0% birth centre, 100% labour ward).

Histograms of logarithmic values were plotted to ensure normality in data for time taken.

Baseline Caesarean section rates were determined by looking at the birth register of all births in November 2013 to January 2014 (three month period). Through the birth register we identified all the IOLs, and could determine the mode of delivery for each. The CS rate was 29% in 212 of the IOLs carried out.

Qualitative data collected included:

1. Patient collected data detailing a process map of the patient journey through an induction of labour
2. Patient satisfaction survey prospectively distributed to all women undergoing induction of labour during audit period, and a retrospective survey distributed to women on local National Childbirth Trust and Maternity Service Liaison Committee electronic mailing lists
3. Collecting staff perceptions of the problems in the current process of induction of labour via face to face informal interviews, suggestion boards left in staff common rooms, and via a workshop
4. Conducting a staff engagement questionnaire.

Our process map of a patient’s experience described how a woman received one dose of prostin gel in a three day period. There was a protracted delay in transferring her to labour ward for the next step of the IOL (amniotomy). When she finally had the amniotomy, she delivered her baby a few hours afterwards.

Patient satisfaction surveys told us that women were unhappy about the length of time taken for IOL, and that they felt uninformed and often unsupported during the process, particularly when there were delays. Staff felt that long waiting times for commencement of IOL, and frequent delays in continuing IOL were common problems potentially leading to a high CS rate. These inefficiencies caused a lot of frustration among service users as well as caregivers.

Design

We supported staff to deliver change by sending senior staff to a two-day NHS Staff College course, aimed at exploring teamworking, trust dynamics, and morale issues within the unit.

Following this, a workshop involving frontline staff performed a gap and root-cause analysis using all the information collected above. The root causes for the delays and problems surrounding the process of induction of labour identified were:

- Inconsistent, out-dated and impractical guidelines
- Poor patient information
- Lack of unit wide coordination
- Ineffective use of staff and resources for induction
- No feedback to staff – good or bad
- Lack of clarity about roles and responsibilities

A second workshop to design the desired future state, also involved frontline staff of all levels. Changes were required to improve the patient experience primarily through reducing delays and overall time needed to achieve active labour. Ideas for improvement suggested during patient and staff questionnaires were incorporated into our intervention.

The newly designed induction of labour process included the following features:

- The replacement of prostaglandin gel that had to be administered six-hourly, with single administration slow release dinoprostone pessaries
- The setting up of a dedicated IOL suite where IOLs are to be carried out, with a dedicated midwife and IOL champions promoting good practice
- Promoting outpatient IOL as normal practice for low risk women
- Promoting the birthing unit as the appropriate birthing venue for...
low risk women who go into labour after dinoprostone alone

- Allowing partners to stay with women having IOL as inpatients overnight

- Aiming for women to be on the labour ward 24 hours after insertion of dinoprostone pessary so that timely amniotomy can be performed, followed by oxytocin infusion if needed

- Introduction of an information centre on the induction suite where realtime performance indicators can be recorded to give staff feedback

- Streamlining and simplifying the induction of labour process by agreeing on a uniform guideline, minimise variation in practice, and to provide staff with clear guidance as to where women should be induced, how they should be induced, when they should be transferred to labour ward, when artificial rupture of membranes should be carried out, and how women with a previous caesarean section should be induced, including the use of double balloon catheters

- Writing a new induction of labour information leaflet and distributing to patients in the antenatal clinic. The leaflet was to be written in collaboration between midwives, doctors and service users.

A structured implementation plan was then derived and delivered, again with the involvement of key front line staff. All changes were carried out without need for additional staff or budget requirement, as our intention was for the changes to be sustainable in the long term. A launch date of 21/7/2014 was agreed upon.

**Strategy**

PDSA cycle 1: We took a sample of women over two weeks and identified 10 women who fulfilled the criteria for out-patient IOL. One hundred percent of women who fulfilled the criteria were discharged for a part of the IOL. We also found that another woman in that timescale also had outpatient IOL. She was being induced at 40 weeks for advanced maternal age and had no other risk factors. She requested outpatient IOL and after counselling by a doctor, had an outpatient IOL. We amended that guideline to say that outpatient IOL could be offered to women with advanced maternal age, as well as women being induced for gestational diabetes that was well controlled with diet alone (after appropriate counselling).

PDSA cycle 2: We wished to test if women were receiving the dinoprostone pessary within two hours of arriving on the IOL suite. Out of 10 women studied, eight women received the pessary within our target two hours. Reasons for the delay in administration were:

- Lack of dedicated IOL midwife due to staffing shortages

- Needing to wait for a doctor to prescribe the medication

- Labour Ward telling staff on IOL suite not to start IOLs as labour ward was too busy

- Some women were assessed to be favourable for amniotomy and hence the pessary would not be given. However, as beds were often short on labour ward for amniotomy, the woman would wait many hours for her IOL to commence (by amniotomy or otherwise).

In response to these observations, we recognised that ongoing negotiations with regards to staffing levels were being carried out. We also prepared IOL packs for the antenatal clinic, with blank drug charts and leaflets, in order to remind doctors to prescribe the medication in advance, and to distribute the leaflets. We used our various communication tools, including a “message of the week” to change the culture of IOLs being delayed due to high workload on labour ward, and specifically mentioned in the new guideline that this should not happen. Finally, we also amended the guideline to say that as long as a woman was not already contracting, she should have the pessary even if she is favourable for amniotomy, so as not to delay the commencement of the IOL.

PDSA cycle 3: We wished to see if women were being transferred to labour ward/birthing unit within 30 minutes of fulfilling the criteria for transfer (either they are in active labour, or the pessary has been in situ for 24 hours). Among 10 women who required transfer because they went into labour, eight out of 10 were transferred within 30 minutes. Among 10 women who required transfer for amniotomy (pessary being in situ for 24h), two of 10 were transferred within 30 minutes. Delays for transfer were often protracted (31 to 77 hours) in these cases. This highlighted the problem of the flow of women between the induction suite, labour ward, and the postnatal ward. Ongoing work is being done to tackle the team working and staffing problems the unit is facing. We also changed our protocol after reviewing experience from other units, in order to allow the pessary to remain in situ for a maximum of 32 hours total, as this may theoretically increase the change of women going into labour as the drug is still being released whilst they are waiting for a bed for amniotomy on labour ward.

**Results**

Use of electronic patient records in maternity care was introduced in May 2014, two months prior to introduction of our interventions in July 2014. Post intervention audit data was extracted from the electronic patient record, which minimised missing data because as long as we had the hospital number or name of any patient having induction of labour, we were able to obtain data sets. We identified the women undergoing IOL via the IOL booking system and correlated with the admission list for the IOL Suite.

We maintained a high standard of internal validity as all cases of IOL were identified via the list of cases prospectively recorded daily on the IOL suite information centre, and also via the IOL booking sheets. A dedicated improvement midwife, the second author (CR), was primarily responsible for the data collection process. First, second, and third authors had specific training in data collection and measurements for improvement, following the Institute for Healthcare Improvement model.[8]

Data were analysed using sequential run charts, with statistical process control (SPC) on key parameters:
Women receiving outpatient induction spent a mean of 14 hours at home which previously would have been spent in hospital.

Post-intervention data were collected from 100% of women identified as having undergone IOL between 21/7/14 to 31/12/14, with complete data collection made possible by access to electronic labour records, contemporaneously recorded into the electronic patient record system that was introduced in May 2014. We analysed 296 IOLs in this time period.

From 1/1/15 to 31/6/15, we collected data from a random sampling of IOLs each month. We analysed a further 65 IOLs in this time period. Data were collected in monthly intervals after project commencement, so that monthly updates and feedback could be given to frontline staff.

Figure 1 shows a sustained increase in the uptake of outpatient IOL in the study period, from 3% pre-intervention to 33% post-intervention (p=0.001). Post-intervention, we also had 10 women labour in the birthing unit, a change which although was not statistically significant, represented for us a paradigm shift as midwives were now considering women for delivery in the birthing unit if they were otherwise low risk and went into labour with the pessary alone (which is the recommended practice by the The National Institute for Health and Care Excellence).

Figure 2 shows how the intervention affected CS rates. The line graph shows the variation in monthly CS rates and the table (figure 3) shows numerical data for mode of delivery. Figure 3 also shows that the overall decrease in CS rate was attributable to the decrease in CS rate for primiparous women undergoing IOL. There was no difference in CS rate pre and post intervention for multiparous women.

Time taken to administer the induction medication has decreased from mean values of 6.3 hours to 2.7 hours (p=0.0001). In considering the overall time taken to achieve our IOL end-point, defined here as a woman being in active labour (contracting regularly, cervix more than four centimetres dilated, and in the appropriate place for delivery), our mean baseline value was 31.3 hours. Post-intervention, our mean time taken from admission to end-point showed no significant change, at a mean of 28.0 hours (p=0.4).

As supported by our PDSA cycles, we faced significant challenges in reducing the amount of time women waited for transfer to labour ward should they require amniotomy as part of the next stage of their IOL. It took time for us to reduce the overall IOL time over the intervention period. We achieved a mean 22.0 hours admission to end-point in the month of December through reinforcement of key messages and monthly positive and negative feedback to staff, which was the last month for which we collected comprehensive data for all the IOLs carried out. In comparing data from December with the baseline, we did reach a statistically significant improvement (p=0.05).

Lessons and limitations

Our audit data were based on medical documentation, and it is possible that the timings reflected on medical documentation may represent some inaccuracies in the reflection of actual events. However, there was no other practical way in which to collect these data. Our data collection post intervention was more extensive than in most audits as we were able to extract all information from electronic patient records. This was due to the implementation of a fully paperless system of patient records in the maternity unit just prior to our project launch date.

Our baseline data showed a CS rate on the higher side of what is observed nationally, which might make our intervention less generalisable to units that are already performing well on the measure of CS rates amongst IOLs.

We also did not show any difference in CS rates when looking at multiparous women, and the overall decrease in CS rate was attributable to a decrease in CS rate for primiparous women in particular. In spite of this, we thought it would be beneficial to standardise the IOL process for both groups of women for simplicity, and to ensure compliance.

Our data for the multiparous group may also be influenced by the...
inclusion of women who had a previous CS. Unfortunately, we did not collect this information during the audit, and decided that retrospective data collection was not worthwhile due to small numbers of women having IOL with previous CS. Due to the added clinical complexities involved in IOL for women with a previous uterine scar (an increased risk of scar rupture with induction agents), we chose not to focus on this group during this project.

Widespread staff engagement and a bottom-up approach to designing the new pathways were crucial in ensuring the success of this project. We also employed a five-month consultation period with extensive root cause analysis, where we established staff morale and team working issues to underline some of the problems with delays. These problems became more evident as the project went on, because even though we successfully reduced the time it took for the IOL to start after admission, we struggled for months after implementation with reduction of time in the transfer to labour ward for amniotomy after cervical ripening. The problem of patient flow between locations was due to the labour ward and antenatal/postnatal wards each protecting the time and workload of their own staff. Staff shortages are a general feature of day to day working, creating a fear of taking on too much work even if there was not any true staff shortage, and a bottleneck of patients in the pathway.

At the start of the project, we predicted that the high Caesarean section rate might be due to the long time it took from start of the induction to the achievement of active labour. Our data showed that there was a reduction in the Caesarean section rate preceding any notable decrease in overall induction of labour time. This may be due to the higher uptake of outpatient induction, where up to 24 hours of induction time is spent at home and hence less emotionally and physically draining for the woman.

The other reason may be due to a larger number of women going into labour in the first 24 hours due to sustained release of prostaglandin, as opposed to the staff dependent administration of prostaglandin gel used in our baseline data. Our study was never designed to be powered enough to measure statistically significant changes in accordance to research methodologies as it is a Quality Improvement study. Research conditions would have to be imposed in order to identify if any single intervention resulted in a lower CS rate. However, existing research in use of slow-release dinoprostone and out-patient IOL does not demonstrate this.[9,10]

We attribute the success of this improvement work to the following factors, which can be generalizable to any area of improvement:

1. The investment in a dedicated improvement midwife with allocated time to spend working on the project. She was able to concentrate on the communications strategy (message of the week, bulletin updates, face to face training, and mass emails), collect audit data, and publish updated performance graphs to staff on a monthly basis, give individualised feedback to staff members performing well or needing improvement, and to be on the shop floor working alongside ward staff when the IOL project was initially launched.

2. The involvement of the trust service transformation team, which provided training in quality improvement methodology, and guidance in the application. As a result, data collection was robust, reliable, and convincing, in order to ensure continued support for the project by senior and junior staff, as well as management.

3. Widespread engagement of frontline staff, including involvement of a junior doctor on the project core team, as well as early and continued engagement of key stakeholders. These stakeholders included senior management staff such as the medical director and clinical group director, as well as local patient advocacy groups and patients themselves.

Our main challenge for the future would be in sustaining the effects of our changes, particularly when we withdraw support from the improvement midwife dedicated to the project and cease our extensive audit efforts. We recommend ongoing spot checks and ongoing feedback to frontline staff on their individual and group performance. Our year long audit has taught us that sustaining the effects of change is an ongoing challenge, and that culture change takes a long time to embed.

Conclusion

Key features in our improvement work included the promotion of outpatient IOL, switch from six hour prostaglandin gel to a single-administration pessary that works over 24 hours, emphasis on timely administration of the prostaglandin pessary, and a move towards amniotomy +/- oxytocin infusion as soon as possible following 24 hours of pessary use. We found these interventions effective in reducing CS rates and reducing the time taken to administer the prostaglandin after admission. There was a small reduction in time from admission to end point, which we hope will be sustained and further improved with more time.

IOL is an area of maternity care that involves staff members from across most sectors of maternity; from the booking and information process in antenatal clinic and in the community clinics, to the actual IOL process in the antenatal ward, to continuation of IOL, labour, and delivery on the delivery suite. Thus any implementation of change would affect large members of staff and challenge established working practices that were ingrained. A clear communications strategy is essential in conveying information in multiple different modalities, across a large staff population. A two way feedback system once the project is implemented is vital, for early troubleshooting. We also found that monthly publication of audit data was motivational for staff to continue to perform well, and vital to sustaining any improvement in the long term.
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